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Volume Equivalence

o Used to determine scattered fields when a material obstacle is introduced

in the free space environment where the fields E0 and H0

o These fields must satisfy Maxwell’s equation:
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Volume Equivalence

Subtracting the two equations we get: 
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The electric and magnetic fields scattered by a material obstacle can be 

Generated by using equivalent electric Jeq and Meq magnetic volume current

Densities.

Volume equivalent current densities are most useful for finding the electric

And magnetic fields scattered by a dielectric object
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Surface  Equivalence

o Actual sources are replaced by equivalent sources

o These fictitious sources are said to be equivalent within a region because

they produce within that region the same fields as the actual sources

o This principle was formulated by Schelkunoff and is a more rigorous formulation

of Huygens’s principle:

“ Each Point on a primary wavefront can be considered to be a new source

of a secondary spherical wave and that a secondary wavefront can be considered

as the envelop of these secondary spherical waves”
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Surface  Equivalence

“ A field in a lossy region is uniquely specified by the sources within the region

plus the tangential components of the electric field over the boundary, or the

tangential components of the magnetic fields over the boundary, or the former

Over part of the boundary and the latter over the rest of the boundary ”

The fields in a lossless medium are considered to be the limit, as the losses go

To zero., of the corresponding fields in lossy media. 

If the tangential electric and magnetic field are known over a closed surface, the 

fields in the source-free region can be determined.
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The degree of accuracy depends on the knowledge of the tangential components 

of the field over the closed surface
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Special case:  Love’e equivalence principle













Summary
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